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and pycuda, so my question
might be very silly for some. I
created a tcp socket in python.
And I can send messages through
it. Now, I want to use pycuda to
do the same thing. I looked on
the web, and I couldn't find
anything to accomplish this.
please help. import socket
import struct HOST = socket.get
hostbyname('localhost') PORT =
7777 BUFFER_SIZE = 64 s =
socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,
socket.SOCK_STREAM)
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s.connect((HOST, PORT)) def
send_msg(message): send_msg =
struct.pack('
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package unix func
Getdirentries(fd int, buf []byte,
basep *uintptr) (n int, err error) {
return 0, ENOSYS } The effects
of unilateral maxillary impaction
on the craniofacial morphology
of the treated and contralateral
side. The purpose of this study
was to determine the effects of
unilateral maxillary impaction on
the craniofacial morphology of
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the treated and contralateral side.
Sixty-six Chinese patients with
complete unilateral maxillary
impaction were chosen as the
study sample. Of these, 29 were
male and 37 were female. Each
subject was treated with a
cantilever anchorage, a
combination of a transpalatal
arch and a transbuccal bar, or an
orthodontic-surgical combined
procedure. The mean age was
17.2 years at the beginning of
treatment. A control group of 12
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Chinese subjects was selected
and matched according to age,
sex, and Angle's classification.
All cephalograms were
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